Sauer System...

RSC’s on Your Rotary Die Cutter!

SAUER SYSTEM RSC RINGS allow you to run regular slotted cartons on your rotary die cutter without the capital expense of a slitting section or individual dies for every carton size in your product line.

FEATURES:
- easy installation
- set-up times comparable to printer slotters
- calibrated scales for horizontal and vertical positioning of lead and trail slots
- high quality meehanite rings and steel dies for durability
- maximum flexibility without individual dies

Sauer System
Quality Equipment and Service since 1926
3535 Tree Court Industrial Blvd. • St. Louis, MO 63122
Phone: 800-444-8458 or 636-861-9500
Fax: 800-444-1349 or 636-861-2347
E-Mail: sales@sauersystem.com
Manufactured by L. E. Sauer Machine Company

*SUPPORTED BY SCORING SHAFTS

Sauer System...Engineered to help you make better boxes with quicker setups.